
SEASONAL ROTATING TAP 
U.S.A. It could be local, from the midwest, or even the coasts.  One
thing we know: it’ll be American, craft, and delicious! Your server
or bartender has the details.

MKT

ALLAGASH, WHITE WHEAT ALE 5.1% ABV
Portland, Maine. If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it. This beer from Allagash
is quite simply one of the most perfect beers on the market. It’s got
coriander. It’s got Curacao orange peel. It’s fruity. It’s refreshing. It’s
what you want.

HALF ACRE, PONY PILS 5.5% ABV
Chicago, Illinois. A true Chicago thoroughbred. Proof to all those
naysayers that this town doesn’t produce great pilsners. A beer so crisp,
dry, and clean, you can drink it all day and never get off that horse.
Woah nelly, that’s a lot of puns.

6

OFF COLOR ROTATING TAP
Chicago, Illinois. These guys are blowing up the Chicago beer scene
with their nontraditional brews—though, one can argue their beers
are actually more traditional! Some incredible stuff coming out of
this brewery so be sure to ask your server or bartender about
today’s offering.

MKT

FOUNDERS, PORTER 6.5% ABV
Grand Rapids, Michigan. Getting chilly out there, huh? Take off that
scarf and order one of these silky dark pints, just like those old English
workers did for which the style is named. Plenty of sweet, roasty
chocolate notes to warm the soul. This porter is a lover, not a fighter.

6.5

TEMPERANCE, GATE CRASHER IPA 6.6% ABV
Evanston, Illinois. Our Evanston friends have brewed an IPA that really
stands out from the bitter crowd. Choosing a more balanced, malty
and aromatic approach, it proves that there's more than one way to
crash a gate.
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ARROGANT, WHO YOU CALLIN’ WUSSIE? LAGER 5.7% ABV
Escondido, California. These brewers out in California have got a
bone to pick with the macro industry and this is their weapon. A
crisp and clean pilsner made to put the style back into the rightful
hands of the micro brewers. This beer is friendly on the palate, but
don’t let that mean looking can trick you.

7.5

RIGHT BEE CIDER, SEMI-DRY CIDER 6% ABV
Chicago, Illinois. Made by a man to woo a lady, this is truly a labor
of love. This cider is 100% natural and 100% Chicago. Lightly
sweetened with locally produced honey. Sweetened even more by
this couple’s story.
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REVOLUTION, AMARILLO HERO IPA 5.3% ABV
Chicago, Illinois. Every hero has their incredible origin story. This hero’s
story begins right here in the heart of Chicago. Amarillo started as a
regular IPA and then was dropped in a vat and dry hopped to create
a moderately bitter beer with bright citrus and floral hop flavors.
Drink up, Cowboy!

7

PIPEWORKS, NINJA VS. UNICORN DOUBLE IPA 8% ABV
Chicago, Illinois. With over 5 pounds of hops per barrel, this game
changing double IPA is sure to please you hop heads in here. It really
is a battle of epic proportions. Who's your money on?

9

SCHLITZ, LAGER 4.5% ABV
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. In the wake of the Great Chicago Fire in
1871, Schlitz brewery sent hundreds of barrels of beer to support
Chicago. That’s one heckuva neighbor. We’re in.

5

ROTATING CIDER
Variety is the spice of life, amirite?  Ask your server or bartender
about current cider selections.  How ‘bout them apples?  (Or pears,
or berries, or… you get the point.)

MKT

AROUND THE BEND, GHOST OF ‘LECTRICITY KOLSCH 4.9% ABV
Chicago, Illinois. The first time these Chicago locals have been on
our menu and we’re happy to have ‘em. Refreshing and totally
sessionable—everything you’d expect from a Kolsch-style with its
floral hop nose and a bready finish. Drink a few while you try to
understand those Bob Dylan lyrics that the beer was named for.

6

SKETCHBOOK, SNOWY OWL RED ALE 5.6% ABV
Evanston, Illinois. This Amber beauty is brewed just north of us in the
burbs. A caramel malt base is balanced with the addition of rye.
American citrus forward hops take it right on home. This guy is gunna
pair well with any of our burgers— so what are ya waiting for?!
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LAGUNITAS, IPA INDIA PALE ALE 6.2% ABV
Petaluma, California & Chicago, Illinois. The original West Coast
India Pale Ale. A hoppy ale celebrating the British trade routes
to India. But who cares about history, sweetheart? Just pour my
beer and grab me a curry puff.

6.5

GREAT LAKES, ELIOT NESS AMBER LAGER 6.1% ABV
Cleveland, Ohio. Infamous agent during prohibition and leader of The
Untouchables, Eliot Ness didn’t mess around. Neither does his
namesake beer. It’s a Vienna Lager, meaning it pours with a nice amber
color and has a delicate caramel taste that pairs well with any of our
burgers. A beer so good maybe even Eliot would sneak a few.

6.5

THREE SHEEPS, CASHMEER HAMMER NITRO STOUT 6.5% ABV
Sheboygan, Wisconsin. Velvety & rich, like the best darn milkshake
you've ever had. This chocolatey nitro stout is such a creamy delight, it
really hits the nail on the head. (...ahem)

7.5

ALARMIST, PHOBOPHOBIA BELGIAN TABLE BEER 4.8% ABV
Chicago, Illinois. This Belgian-style table beer is traditionally known
as a “patersbier” and back in the day used to be consumed by
monks with their meals, or while they were brewing… well…stronger
beers. Light cracker notes with that classic complex fruity delicacy of
a traditional Belgian Ale.

8

3 FLOYDS,ALPHA KING PALE ALE 6.66% ABV
Munster, Indiana. Long may he reign. Indiana is his kingdom and he's
come to conquer Chicago. A pale ale loaded with citrus hoppiness,
the Floyds team has crafted and you should bow down to.

8

WHINER, MIAOU BELGIAN WHEAT ALE 6.8% ABV
Chicago, Illinois. They say that one is either a cat person or a dog
person. This beer, we believe, will make everyone a cat-lover (meow,
get it?) Aged for 10 months in used Cabernet wine barrels, dry
hopped with Hallertau Blanc hops post barrel aging, secondary
fermentation with Brett Brux Trois Vrai yeast. Just like your favorite
feline, it’s got a lot going on but you still love it.

7

TYRANENA, ROCKY’S REVENGE BOURBON BROWN 6% ABV
Lake Mills, Wisconsin. It is said that a Saurin lives in Rock Lake, charged
with guarding the sacred stone teepees forever lost to the waters. And
he must be doing a darn good job, because only of the alleged ten
structures have been found, and Rocky himself hasn’t been seen in
100 years. But luckily for you, you’re in Chicago, so the only
Rocky-related issue you have to fear is if someone else beat you to
the last beer.

7.5

BEGYLE, BLONDE AMERICAN BLONDE ALE 5.4% ABV
Chicago, Illinois. With locally sourced ingredients and backed by
our very own north side community, Begyle Blonde doesn't
disappoint. With local honey from Heritage Praire Farm in Elburn, IL
this sessionable brew is a ballet of light bitterness and subtle sweet
character highlights. 

6

BADERBRÄU, BERLINER WEISSE SOUR WHEAT 3.6% ABV
Chicago, Illinois. A local take on the classic sour German style.
Refreshingly tart and bursting with notes of lemon and citrus. This
new brewery is reviving the old on the Near South Side. Take it
super old school and ask your bartender for some fruit syrup. Trust
us, the Germans do it.

6

SPITEFUL, GOD DAMN PIGEON PORTER 8.2% ABV
Chicago, Illinois. Made with traditional English malts and good ‘ol
patriotic American hops. Maybe enemies once, but this roasty pint is
brewed with our country’s mutual hate for pigeons. Odd how a
common enemy makes one really good porter.

9

TWO BROTHERS, PRAIRIE PATH GOLDEN ALE 5.1% ABV
Warrenville, Illinois. How can it be, it’s gluten free? Who cares,
come on, this beer is simply delicious. The brothers have done it
again! Citrus fruit aroma, spicy hop and a little yeast flavor imparted.
Finishes with a touch of sweetness.
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